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Abba reunion after 30 years
Since 1986 yesterday Abba together

Rome, Italy, 21.01.2016, 09:47 Time

Facebox Magazine - Mamma Mia The Party! At Tyrol Stockholm yesterday all 4 members of ABBA gathered again! Amazing
night!!!!  

MAMMA Mia! The four members of Swedish 1970s pop phenomenon ABBA were reunited in Stockholm overnight, marking their first
public appearance as a foursome since they disbanded in 1982.
Fans hoping for a full-fledged reunion shouldn´t get their hopes up, though “” the quartet were attending the opening of a restaurant,
and while they posed for photos together, they didn´t bust out any of their iconic hits.

Together with singers Agnetha Faltskog and Anni-Frid Lyngstad, they formed ABBA, the pop group which took the world by storm in
the 1970s and early 1980s with hits such as Waterloo and Dancing Queen.
While they quietly disbanded in 1982, the popularity of their music has never waned, thanks to its usage in films like Muriel´s Wedding,
Priscilla: Queen of the Desert and of course the world-conquering stage show and film, Mamma Mia!
The foursome did all attend the 2008 premiere of the Mamma Mia! film, but were never photographed separately as a group, instead
preferring to mingle separately with the cast:
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